
Plastic on thrust bearing 
washers degraded/missing

Rear support bushing missing

Removed seats in preparation of a new carpet install to find the fore/aft power screw (PS) hardware to be 
degraded or missing leading to a lot of slop in the action and noisy operation. The following is what I did as a 
fix for my 1987 S4. YMMV. Apologies in advance for pictures being oriented “out of whack” 

According to Roger, replacement hardware does not appear to be available – I selected alternate 
parts from McMaster-Carr - https://www.mcmaster.com/

PS nut carrier



4 required 
(2 seats)

1 pack required



1 pack of each required



Plastic covering on PS nut is also degraded

Removed outer collar – 17mm
It has locking compound. 

There is a cap screw nearby 
which can be removed for 

better wrench access

If these can removed, the job will be a lot easier 
– I made a brief attempt but was unsuccessful 

PS has 10mm flats to assist counter-hold, 
if necessary (3 of mine did not require)



Broken PS bushing - discarded

Plastic coated PS nut –
removed all plastic 

Plastic coated thrust washer – removed all 
the plastic and cleaned parts – note 

groove on thrust washers for bearing balls.

Since I couldn’t easily remove the nut carrier screws, I was able to remove the PS by threading it out. Move 
the nut/PS to the back of the seat, screw the PS rearward until the front clears the seat bracket, angle the PS 
out, away from the seat bracket at the front and thread the PS out. There is enough slop in the PS nut within 
the carrier to allow for enough angle to clear the seat bracket. Prying open the carrier at the 2 tabs may also 
help increase the angle, if necessary. Prying here also helps later with reassembly.

Pry apart 2 tabs a little if necessary 

Now I know where these loose E-Rings 
on the floor came from - discarded



Unfortunately, I didn’t take a picture of how I handled the PS nut. I originally ordered some slotted flat shims 
that I thought I would slide in place once the PS nut was reassembled. I didn’t like how this was turning out, so 
did the following. First, I squeezed closed the nut carrier a bit so the 2 sides were parallel (note they are a little 
spread apart). Then, I stacked 2 of the rear bushing retainers together and added them to both sides of the nut 
(4 retainers total). Once slid into the nut carrier, the nut was tight within the carrier, but was able to angle to 
allow for the PS assembly. If one is able to remove the carrier, this is a non-issue. The retainers were added such 
that the largest diameter (of the “cup”) was adjacent to both carrier walls.

Squeezed together to 
end up parallel



Sleeve bearing

Push on retainer  - note 
orientation of the “cup shape”

Clamped loosely with a needle 
nose Vise Grip here

Used small Channel Lock 
here to squeeze on retainer  

Trial fit the sleeve bearing – cleaned up surface of PS. Assembling the PS by threading it back in at an angle (not 
by removing the nut carrier) requires the retainer to be assembled before the front of the PS is located back 
into the seat bracket (at the front). To drive the retainer on to the sleeve bearing, I held it on with a Vise Grip on 
one side and used a Channel Lock plier on the opposite side to squeeze it home. I did this in stages rotating the 
bushing/retainer.



Trial fit the shim selection first - fully tightening to make sure the interface was tight (had no slop) yet rotated 
freely. The same shim configuration work at all 4 PS locations. Backed off collar and added locking compound 
to the threads and retightened. Spritzed bearings and PS with some grease.

0.060” shim 
0.060” shim 

0.030” shim & 
2x 0.005” shims 

0.030” shim 

Seat bracket 

3 piece thrust bearings in between 
shim sets both sides of seat bracket –

make sure groove on washers is 
adjacent to ball bearings


